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Levelling up innovation 

“Levelling up” stems from a recognition that the UK has among the greatest imbalances in 
productivity and income in the developed world. The facts speak for themselves. The UK 
has the third largest interregional productivity gap in the developed world and, outside 
London, 80% of sub-regions in the UK had a GDP lower than the EU average in 2018.1 
 
Economists have competing theories on why this is the case. They include familiar 
explanations such as the shift to a services-based economy over recent decades;2 
longstanding underinvestment, including by government, in some parts of the country;3 
and a tax system which could do more to boost the private sector in poorer areas.4 
Onward’s previous work on levelling up has examined each in detail.  
 
This paper examines another potential explanation: the argument that the fundamental 
driver of productivity growth - innovation - is increasingly concentrated in one part of the 
UK. We examine the link between innovation and growth, seek to understand which 
factors drive it, and develop practical solutions that might increase innovation in other 
less productive parts of the UK. 
 
There is broad agreement that knowledge-intensive industries are central to the levelling 
up agenda, and gaining private sector jobs in these sectors is crucial to sustainably 
raising living standards in poorer areas. Unfortunately, the analysis in this paper shows 
little progress and some cause for concern.  
 
Not only does the UK spend less on innovation than many of our OECD competitors, but 
the money that we do spend (and the innovation it generates) appears to be highly 
regionally imbalanced. This problem is more pronounced than in other countries. Looking 
at the distribution of R&D funding in the UK, we find that: 
 
• Six out of 41 NUTS2 areas - all of which are located in London, the South East and 

East of England - spend more than the OECD average of 2.4% of GDP on total R&D. 
This is far fewer R&D intensive regions than comparable countries. Germany, for 
example, which has 16 NUTS2 regions with a higher regional R&D intensity than the 
OECD average.  
 

• The gap between R&D-intensive and R&D-restrained regions is much larger in the UK 
than in other countries.  The most R&D intensive quartile of UK regions spend more 
than 5 times as much as the least R&D intensive quartile, making the gap between the 
most and least innovative regions over twice as large as in Germany, Spain and Italy. 
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• The UK’s lagging regions are far more reliant on private sector funding for R&D than in 

other comparable countries, partly because public sector spending is more 
concentrated in already productive places.5 The least R&D intensive quartile of 
regions in the UK receive 62% of their R&D spending from businesses, compared to 
47%, 37% and 33% in Germany, Italy and Spain.  

 
There is a good argument that the gap between highly innovative clusters and the rest is 
contributing to the regional economic disparities - limiting opportunity for many parts of 
the UK and holding back aggregate growth.  
 
We see the regional innovation gap reflected in job creation. Looking at ten different 
industries that are particularly R&D intensive, including automotive manufacturing and 
computer manufacturing, we find that: 
 
• In 2019, 46% of these “R&D intensive jobs” were located in London (19.8%), the South 

East (16.6%) and the East of England (9.5%) combined. This is double the number of 
R&D intensive jobs in the North (20.3%) and triple that of the Midlands (15.6%). 

• The subregions covering the “Golden Triangle” of Inner and Outer London, 
Cambridge and Oxford are home to around one in three (31%) of all R&D intensive 
jobs in the UK, that is, 782,750 out of a total 2.5 million. 
 

• Examining where R&D intensive job creation takes place reinforces a picture of 
concentration. The subregions covering the Golden Triangle were responsible for 
196,275 of the net 272,575 additional R&D intensive jobs created in the decade from 
2009-19. This means that nearly three out of every four (72%) R&D intensive jobs 
created in the last decade were created within the NUTS2 regions containing London, 
Oxford and Cambridge, with only around 20% of the population. 
 

• Nearly half (47%) of these additional R&D intensive jobs were created in Inner London 
alone. 127,825 R&D intensive jobs were created in Inner London, a 53% rise over the 
decade. This means that 14 times as many additional R&D intensive jobs were created 
in Inner London than in the North of England, and 140 times more than in the 
Midlands, between 2009 and 2019.  
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This distribution may be driven by factors including public spending on research and tax 
breaks like R&D tax credits. It is also shaped by the availability of private capital. 
Analysing the impact of these policy choices, we find that: 

• In 2018, London and the South East received 49% of the Government and UKRI’s 
total R&D spending.  
 

• The Greater South East has received a particularly large share of some of the most 
commercially-focused types of public investment in innovation. For example, 
London, the South East and East of England have received 60% of total SBRI grant 
funding since 2009. 
 

While these funding streams are direct public spending, they have helped to build up 
an innovation ecosystem which is then self-sustaining, and needs to be replicated 
elsewhere.   
 
One reason behind the polarised breakdown of funding might be that some regions 
contain significant knowledge ecosystems and research (namely London and the 
South East). This has led to funding being crowded into these places, meaning that 
more potential for innovation exists there than in areas that are less successful in 
winning R&D funding. However, the challenge is how to realise the potential of other 
areas that receive a lower share of R&D spending, and thereby avoid further over-
concentrating innovation activity in R&D intensive areas, rather than displacing it and 
harming the national R&D ecosystem.   
 
International evidence would suggest that this can be done. In Taiwan the 
government has built up the Hsinchu science cluster since the 1980s. In the US, 30 
years ago, Austin was not a centre for technological innovation.  Today, Austin has a 
globally competitive R&D cluster.6 
 
Evidence also suggests there would be economic benefits from a more even spread 
of public R&D investment, with one study for BEIS finding that the economic benefits 
of increased public investment is likely to be larger if focused on areas which currently 
see lower levels of investment. The goal should be to ignite the self-sustaining effects 
of the innovation system seen in the Greater South East: 
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• In 2017/18, London, the South East and the East of England made up 61% of the 
total amount claimed in R&D tax credits. Not only that, but London and the East of 
England claim more per capita and have a lower ratio of private spending to tax 
relief than other regions. 
 

• Between 2015 and 2018, London received 4 times the rate of investment through 
EIS and SEIS per capita than the UK average. Combined, London and the South 
East made up more than 60% of SEIS and EIS investments during this three year 
period. The North of England generated 10% of EIS and SEIS investments over the 
same period.  

 
• London not only receives the lion's share of venture capital funding, but an 

increasing proportion. Between 2015 and 2020, venture capital investments in 
London rose fourfold compared to an increase of a third in Manchester. As a 
result, London’s share of venture capital increased from 69% of total UK 
investment in 2015 to 77% in 2020.7 

This data suggests that one reason why the UK regions are diverging rather than 
converging may be because a small number of “superstar regions” - places with tightly 
networked clusters of research intensive companies - are pulling away from the rest. 
These regions appear to be better at securing support for innovation than other regions 
and considerably more effective at creating research intensive jobs.  
 
This is likely to be one reason why these regions typically have higher earnings and 
productivity. If these gaps continue to grow over time, they could exacerbate the 
divergence between parts of the country and create an even more bifurcated society. If 
levelling up is to be successful, policymakers will have to develop ways to support 
innovation in less productive places too. We should learn from the success of our existing 
superstar clusters and seek to support the development of new clusters elsewhere.  
 
To achieve this, we recommend the Government sets out a number of long-term changes 
to the UK’s innovation landscape to close the regional innovation gap. These 
recommendations build on the recent Council for Science and Technology letter to the 
Prime Minister and The Missing £4 Billion by Tom Forth and Richard Jones on the 
potential for innovation to redress economic inequality between regions.8 They represent 
the bare minimum of what will be needed to redress the regional divergence of 
innovation in recent years.  
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Summary of Recommendations  

  

Problem Solutions 
 
The UK not only spends less on R&D than 
comparable countries but spending is 
highly skewed towards already 
productive regions.  
 
Poorer UK regions rely more heavily on 
business R&D for their overall research 
expenditure than in other countries.  

 
1. Dedicate the uplift of R&D funding to 

2.4% of GDP by 2027 to regions 
outside the Golden Triangle. The 
Government’s own analysis shows 
that this would have a 
disproportionate effect on local 
growth. 

 
 2. Remove the London weighting in 

research funding, which skews R&D 
funding towards London and does 
not reflect the principle of funding 
excellence. 

  
 
Nearly three quarters of all R&D-intensive 
jobs created in the last decade were 
created within the regions of London, 
Oxford and Cambridge.  
 
The exception to this trend is research 
intensive manufacturing businesses, 
which are concentrated in the North 
West, West Midlands and Tyne and Wear. 

 
3. Significantly expand capital 

allowances, disproportionately 
benefiting capital intensive 
manufacturing firms outside the 
South East.  

 
4. Expand the definition of eligible R&D 

activity to include data and cloud 
computing software expenditure.  

 
5. Introduce an incremental incentive 

into R&D tax credits to drive follow-
on investment from firms.  
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Four universities - Oxford, Cambridge, 
Imperial and Edinburgh - account for 
almost half of total patent applications and 
more than a third of universities record no 
spinout companies at all.  
 
Early stage funding through venture 
capital, EIS and SEIS is highly concentrated 
in London. 

 
6. Give ministers more oversight over 

research funding to ensure that science 
spending drives local economic 
growth.   

 
7. Seek to build up translational centres of 

excellence in different parts of the 
country, on the model of AMRC in 
South Yorkshire and WMG in Warwick. 

 
8. Explore the case for deepening 

University Enterprise Zones to boost 
university-industry collaboration in less 
productive regions.  
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Innovation  
 

Why does it matter to levelling up? 
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Economists define innovation, one of the fundamental drivers of long-term prosperity, as 
a new combination of new or existing knowledge, resources, equipment or other factors - 
distinct from pure invention in that it is an inherently social activity with an intention to 
commercialise.9,10 

New products and processes increase productivity by allowing firms to increase their 
output, and profits, relative to their inputs in terms of wages and capital. Through 
innovation, firms can make more money, can pay workers more and generate higher 
levels of taxation to fund vital public services.  

Around the world, the evidence shows that the more a firm invests in innovation, the more 
productive it is likely to be. In France, higher levels of innovation have been associated 
with higher levels of productivity - even when taking into account skills and capital 
intensity.11 Analysis of harmonised firm-level data from Germany and Sweden has shown 
that the link between innovation and productivity is not particular to any one country or 
culture.12 These findings are echoed in US markets.13  

In northern European countries, over an eight year timeframe, higher Research and 
Development (R&D) spending was identified as one of the greatest drivers in regional 
growth.14 In addition to the multiplier effects, innovation also has spillover effects.15 The jet 
engine, originally produced for military aircraft, provided technology essential for the 
high-efficiency gas power plants of today.16  

These effects are strongest in high density clusters of knowledge intensive industries; 
Palo Alto, Seattle, San Francisco or Austin in the United States, Tel Aviv in Israel, 
Singapore and Seoul in Asia, or Baden-Württemberg in Germany. Inventors who move to 
a high-tech cluster register considerably more patents and generate more citations than 
those who stay in smaller metros.17  

This is one reason why the Government introduced the Strength in Places Fund, launched 
in the Industrial Strategy in 2017. It aimed to address both of these questions - namely to 
support both research excellence and local economic growth.18 Although initially a small 
fund, it built on the commitment in the preceding Industrial Strategy Green Paper to 
examine what can be done to drive local productivity.   

The subsequent, although as yet unpublished, review led by Dame Julia Goodfellow 
identified “several gaps to building sustained partnerships between labs and local 
businesses” and the following Industrial Strategy set out an expectation that public funds 
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should also support local economic growth.19 This has more recently been echoed in a 
recent Council for Science and Technology review.20  

So both evidence and experience tells us that we should care about the overall levels of 
innovation in the economy as a whole, but also where it takes place. But how well 
distributed is innovation among UK regions, and how do we compare to other countries? 

 
Spending wisely: The geography of R&D in the UK and beyond 

 
Between the public sector, industry and academia, the UK currently spends £37.1 billion 
on research and development. In real terms, this is just over double UK’s R&D spend in 
1981. However, R&D has fallen as a share of GDP  from 2% of GDP in 1981 to 1.7% today, 
while it has grown as a share of GDP elsewhere.21  

This means the UK now spends considerably less on innovation than other developed 
countries. To tackle this challenge, the Government has set a target to raise R&D 
spending to 2.4% of GDP, the OECD average, by 2027. In March last year, the Chancellor 
announced an increase in public R&D to £22 billion a year by 2024/25 - taking public 
R&D spending to 0.8% of GDP (up from 0.56% in 2018). This move will put the UK among 
the top quarter of OECD nations –  and ahead of the USA, Japan, France and China.22  

However, in the UK the majority of R&D spend (55% in 2018, up from 47% in 1985) comes 
from industry.23 While this represents a substantial investment from businesses, 
compared to the size of the economy, private sector R&D has declined to just 1.17% of 
GDP. This is below the EU average (1.45%) and markedly below private sector R&D spend 
in countries like Germany (2.15%).24  
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Figure 1: Gross domestic spending on R&D as a share of GDP in selected countries 
Source: OECD (2020), Onward analysis 

 

Perhaps more importantly for levelling up, R&D spending is particularly concentrated in 
some parts of the UK, and relatively scarce in others. The scale of the gap between 
regions is considerable. If R&D spending in the rest of the UK was at the same intensity as 
the Greater South East then it would be £4 billion higher a year.25 

Between 2007 and 2014, 71% of major capital investment (£989 million) in research 
infrastructure was invested in London, the East of England and the South East of England 
- with no major capital investment going to the East or West Midlands, Wales or Northern 
Ireland over that timeframe.26 A process that has since been criticised by the National 
Audit Office.27 Since the NAO report was published, R&D spending is still clustered in 
some parts of the countries albeit to a lesser degree than was found previously.   
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Onward analysis shows that: 

• Six UK sub-regions (NUTS2) - East Anglia; Herefordshire, Worcestershire and 
Warwickshire; Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire; Bedfordshire and 
Hertfordshire; Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire; and Cheshire - spend more than 
the target OECD average of 2.4% of GDP on R&D, with an average R&D intensity 
of 3.5%. This is three times the average intensity of the remaining 35 sub-regions 
(1.1%).  

• Looking by quartile, we can see the UK’s regional concentration of R&D more 
clearly. The UK’s most R&D intensive quartile of regions spend an average of 2.8% 
of GDP on R&D. This is more than 5 times as much on R&D as the least R&D 
intensive quartile of regions, who spend 0.5% on average. The second and third 
most R&D intensive quartiles spend 1.1% and 1.9% of GDP respectively. 

• This is partly driven by outliers at the top and bottom of the distribution. The most 
R&D intensive region, East Anglia - the 9th most research intensive region in 
Europe - spends three times more than the UK average on R&D (5.4%). The least 
research intensive NUTS2 region, Outer London East and North East, spends just 
0.29%.  

This distribution is considerably more lopsided than in other comparable countries.  

• In Germany, there are 16 sub-regions where R&D spending was higher as a share 
of regional GDP than the OECD average, averaging 4.0% of GDP. These areas 
“only” spend 2.5 times more on R&D than the 1.6% of GDP average in the 
remaining regions of Germany. 

• The most R&D intensive regions of Spain and Italy, with comparably low levels of 
R&D overall, only spend around three times as much on R&D as the least 
intensive.28  

• In most OECD countries, the least research-intensive regions spend considerably 
more on R&D than the UK’s least research-intensive regions (0.29%). Germany’s 
least innovative region, Koblenz, spent 0.69% of GDP on R&D in 2017. The 
Balearic Islands, Spain’s least research intensive region, spent 0.36%. In Calabria, 
Italy’s least R&D intensive region, the figure is 0.52%.  
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• In fact, even the least R&D intensive regions of Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, 
Croatia, the Netherlands, Hungary and Poland spend more than the worst-
performing UK regions.  

Figure 2: R&D intensity of all NUTS2 regions of selected countries (2017). 
Source: Eurostat, Intramural R&D expenditure by sectors of performance and NUTS 2 regions, 
Onward analysis 

 
 

This may be one reason why, despite having been far more imbalanced than the UK at 
the time of reunification in 1990, Germany is considerably more regionally balanced than 
the UK today. In Germany, 12% of people live in areas where the average income is 10% 
below the national average; in the UK, 35% do. 
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The role of the private sector in R&D spending 

 
These regional imbalances are driven by both public and private sector spending on R&D. 
Onward has previously written about the imbalances in public sector allocations of public 
and higher education spending on R&D. Taking direct government spending and 
university research funding together, London saw R&D funding per head of nearly twice 
the UK average - £3,900 compared to a national average of £2,300 over the period 2001 
to 2017. The next highest spending was seen in other high productivity regions: the East, 
South East and Scotland.29 Partly as a result, poorer UK regions rely more heavily on 
business R&D for their overall research expenditure than in other countries. The least 
R&D intensive quartile of regions in the UK receive 62% of their R&D spending from 
businesses, roughly the same as in the second (60%) and third (65%) quartiles.  
This is at odds with other countries. In Germany, Italy and Spain, the lowest quartile of 
regions by R&D intensity receive only 47%, 37% and 33% of R&D spending from the 
private sector respectively, far less than other quartiles - reflecting a higher level of public 
subsidy for poorer regions.30  
 
The UK picture is made more complicated by a number of dramatic changes in where 
private firms have directed their R&D spending over the last decade. Between 2002 and 
2018, private R&D increased from 1.0% to 1.17% of GDP. However this average masks 
considerable variation between places. These changes have largely concentrated private 
investment in R&D in a few already-prosperous areas: 
 

• East Anglia has remained one of the most R&D-intensive regions in the UK, seeing 
business R&D rise from 2.49% of GDP in 2002 to 3.77% in 2018.  

• Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire meanwhile saw business R&D rise 
from 1.7% of GDP to 2.3% of GDP over the same period,  

• Herefordshire, Worcestershire and Warwickshire saw the steepest rise in business 
R&D from 0.91% of GDP in 2002 - below the UK average - to 3.97% of GDP in 
2018, making it the most research intensive region for business R&D. One factor 
behind this result may be the significant direct investment in the area from Jaguar 
Land Rover, and the effect that investment has had on R&D spend.  
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• Meanwhile, Cheshire has experienced a sharp decline since 2009 (when available 
data begins), from 5.5% to just 2.1% in 2018, in part due to the decision of 
AstraZeneca to move its UK headquarters to Cambridge.  

• Cumbria saw business R&D decline from 2.06% of GDP, twice the UK average, to 
0.35% in 2007, and it has only started to recover since 2010. As of 2018, business 
spending on R&D in Cumbria is 1.2% of GDP, roughly equal to the UK average. 

• Given the size of London’s economy, private sector R&D activity is relatively low 
(0.57%). Businesses in the capital have consistently spent less than the UK 
average on R&D since 2002. The one redeeming subregion is North West London 
which has closed the gap to the UK average over the last decade. 
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Figure 3: Business R&D as a percentage of GDP by NUTS2 area, 2018 
Source: Eurostat, Intramural R&D expenditure by sectors of performance and NUTS 2 regions  
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As highlighted earlier, international studies suggest that there should be a strong 
correlation between productivity and business R&D.31 But in the UK this does not hold at 
the macro, regional level. As Figure 4 below demonstrates, there is no clear correlation 
between business R&D and labour productivity among UK regions.  

This disconnect between two factors that (theoretically) ought to be related is largely due 
to London. All subregions within the capital have private sector R&D intensity below 
average, but labour productivity far higher than average. If we were to remove London 
from the equation, then the R-squared value would change from 0.005 to 0.17 - from no 
correlation to moderate one. Two other regions complicate the picture further. East Anglia 
is less productive than the UK average but business R&D intensity is over three times 
higher than average. The region of Herefordshire, Worcestershire and Warwickshire is in 
almost exactly the same position. 

Figure 4: GVA per hour worked versus business expenditure on R&D as a share of GDP 
Source: Eurostat, Intramural R&D expenditure by sectors of performance and NUTS 2 regions, 
Onward analysis 
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This is because of heterogeneity within these regions. For example, the most productive 
parts of East Anglia are Broadland, Ipswich and South Cambridgeshire; GVA per hour 
worked is around £37. Productivity in Cambridge itself is only £34 per hour, compared to 
the national average of £35 per hour. East Anglia is also home to many areas - three 
quarters of its local authorities in fact - where productivity is lower than the UK average. 

Similarly Warwick, Rugby, and Stratford-on-Avon are all highly productive, generating 
labour productivity between £38 and £42 per hour. Warwick is in the top 10% most 
productive areas in the UK, and is the 26th most productive outside London. But the 
NUTS2 region is held back by Herefordshire and much of Worcestershire, where 
productivity is around a fifth lower than the UK average. This serves to demonstrate that 
even within NUTS2 regions, there are specific clusters that are responsible for the vast 
majority of innovation and high value jobs.  

How does R&D intensity vary by industry? 

Another way to examine the distribution of innovation is to explore where in the country 
people are employed in R&D intensive industries. There are different ways of identifying 
“research intensive industries”. In this section, we use OECD data on R&D intensity by 2-
digit SIC code - defined in this case as business spending on R&D as a percentage of 
GVA - to identify 10 industries whose intensity is more than twice the UK average.  

Table 1: R&D intensive industries  

SIC code Industry R&D intensity 

72 Scientific research and development 56.4 

30 Manufacture of other transport equipment 18.2 

29 Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 14.8 

26 Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 11.7 

28 Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 6 

27 Manufacture of electrical equipment 3.9 

20 Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 3.7 

25 
Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery 
and equipment 

3.2 

21 
Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical and 
botanical products 

3.1 

58-63 Information and communication 2.9 

 Average of all Business Enterprise 1.2 
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Looking at labour market data over time, we can see that employment in these “R&D 
intensive industries” has risen steadily in the 10 years from 2009 to 2019, by 12.4% 
overall.  

However this rise has not been felt evenly across the country. The top decile of regions - 
the two regions of Inner London, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire and East 
Anglia - saw R&D intensive employment rise by 36% over the decade to 2019, compared 
to 7% for the remaining regions of England, Scotland and Wales.  

These four regions created a total of 174,590 R&D intensive jobs between 2009-2019. 
This is 64% of the net total R&D jobs created in the entire country over that period. Taking 
a broad definition of the “Golden Triangle” (i.e. including Outer London) the number of 
R&D intensive jobs created in the Golden Triangle over this period was 196,275. This 
means that 72% of these jobs created in the last decade were created within the NUTS2 
regions containing London, Oxford and Cambridge.  

Nearly half (47%) of these additional R&D jobs were created in Inner London alone. 
127,825 R&D intensive jobs were created in Inner London, a 53% rise over the decade. 
This means that 14 times as many additional R&D intensive jobs were created in Inner 
London than in the North of England, and 140 times more than in the Midlands, between 
2009 and 2019.  

It is also clear that this is not simply a case of the Golden Triangle increasing its influence 
across all industries. R&D intensive jobs have concentrated in these areas at a much 
greater rate. Between 2009-2019, 43% of the increase in total employment took place in 
Inner London, Outer London and the regions containing Oxford and Cambridge. But 72% 
of the additional jobs in R&D intensive sectors were created in the Golden Triangle. 
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Figure 5: Percentage increase in employment in R&D intensive industries, 2009-2019. 
(2009=0)Source: Business Register and Employment Survey, Onward analysis 

 

This has further skewed the distribution of R&D intensive jobs between regions. In 2009, 
41% of R&D intensive jobs were based in the NUTS1 regions of London, the South East 
and the East of England, including 26%  in the NUTS2 regions of the Golden Triangle. By 
2019, 46% of these jobs were based in London, East of England and the South East, 
driven mainly by a 4 percentage point rise in the NUTS2 regions of Inner London, from 
11% of all R&D jobs to 15% of such jobs in just 10 years.  

Over the same period, the North of England saw its share of R&D intensive jobs fall from 
22% to 20%, while the Midlands saw its share fall from over 17% to under 16%. The NUTS2 
sub-regions with the largest falls in R&D jobs overall were Lancashire (-8,070 jobs), West 
Midlands (-4,710), and Cheshire (-3,220).  
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Figure 6: Net change in R&D employment by NUTS2 region, 2009-19 
Source: Business Register and Employment Survey, Onward analysis 
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We discussed in an earlier section the complex relationship between labour productivity 
and research intensity among private sector businesses. The same nuance persists in the 
case of the employment figures. 

There is no correlation between productivity growth - in real terms or relative to the UK 
average - and the total change in employment in research-intensive industries. However, 
it does seem that more productive regions in 2018 have seen R&D employment increase 
by more than low-productivity regions. There are eight regions that have seen R&D 
employment increase by more than 10,000 since 2009. Of these, five have productivity 
greater than the UK average. 

At the other end, Hampshire, Cheshire and North Eastern Scotland have all seen the 
number of jobs in research-intensive industries decline, but labour productivity is among 
the highest in the country. North Eastern Scotland and Cheshire have grown slower than 
average since 2009, but Hampshire has grown faster than average. 

In the top decile of regions by R&D employment, earnings before tax and benefits have 
risen 35% faster in these areas than in the rest of the country. Gross Domestic Household 
Income (GDHI) in these regions has risen by 46% over the decade. In the remaining 90% 
of regions, GDHI rose by only 34% between 2009 and 2019.  Looking at workplace 
earnings for full-time workers in the Golden Triangle, Oxford and Cambridge both have 
gross weekly pay above the UK average - at all points in the income distribution.  

We can also look at average wages for different industries by NUTS2 region. The ASHE 
data does not allow us to calculate reliable estimates of average wages at the 2-digit SIC 
level, but we can compare Manufacturing, Information and Communication, and 
Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities. Generally, areas with high wages in one 
sector tend to have high wages in the other two sectors, reflecting local labour supply 
factors. But there are a few exceptions. 

• The mean annual salary for manufacturing was highest in Cumbria, at £42,042 in 
2017. But the region has the second-lowest pay for Information and 
Communication (£26,722) and the twelfth-lowest for Professional, Scientific and 
Technical Activities (£33,207). 

• East Anglia has the seventh-highest average pay for the Information and 
Communication sector and fourth-highest for Professional, Scientific and Technical 
Activities. But the region is below average for Manufacturing. 
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• Of the ten areas with the highest average manufacturing income, seven are in the 
Greater South East. The remaining three regions are all in the North West: 
Cumbria, Greater Manchester and Cheshire. 

• Average pay for Information and Communication and Professional, Scientific and 
Technical Activities in Inner London is almost two-thirds higher than average (61%-
63%). 
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Table 2: Mean gross annual pay, all full-time employee jobs, 2017 
Source: Business Register and Employment Survey  

    

 Manufacturing 
Information and 
Communication 

Professional, 
Scientific and 

Technical Activities 
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire  40731 45805 42018 
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire  39839 51602 44392 
Cheshire  37343 37226 38531 
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly  26162 28260 24401 
Cumbria  42042 26722 33207 
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire  33298 39556 37891 
Devon  30991 33366 30310 
Dorset and Somerset  32378 31048 33938 
East Anglia  32575 46708 47025 
East Wales  30632 41614 32963 
East Yorkshire and Northern Lincolnshire  31888 26492 30767 
Eastern Scotland  33734 41109 41893 
Essex  35046 40251 39869 
Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and Bristol/Bath area  35236 42768 37477 
Greater Manchester  37897 39377 37427 
Hampshire and Isle of Wight  37034 49448 41753 
Herefordshire, Worcestershire and Warwickshire  35687 47322 34819 
Highlands and Islands  29191 33251 31164 
Inner London - East  35796 64537 51966 
Inner London - West N/A 65860 65885 
Kent  36902 41709 38518 
Lancashire  33426 35886 31478 
Leicestershire, Rutland and Northamptonshire  31389 32367 34286 
Lincolnshire  27074 28407 30211 
Merseyside  34380 35885 34516 
North Eastern Scotland  35126 43381 46771 
North Yorkshire  30058 38896 32950 
Northern Ireland  28438 36740 30487 
Northumberland and Tyne and Wear  34073 37318 35280 
Outer London - East and North East  39081 36913 37789 
Outer London - South  36674 41786 41269 
Outer London - West and North West  39338 57742 48817 
Shropshire and Staffordshire  30227 37279 N/A 
South Yorkshire  29863 42700 29487 
Southern Scotland  29723 42575 35602 
Surrey, East and West Sussex  37652 45550 44760 
Tees Valley and Durham  31031 32566 36241 
West Central Scotland  32298 35167 39366 
West Midlands  35985 43519 37745 
West Wales and The Valleys  31783 30178 29205 
West Yorkshire  33222 36858 36056 
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These research intensive industries are located in both manufacturing and knowledge 
intensive business services sectors. Breaking this down into these two categories, using 
Eurostat definitions, it is possible to observe a clear regional divide between different 
types of innovation. 

We analysed the data at the MSOA level to identify the small areas with high 
concentrations of jobs in research-intensive industries. 32  We compare the top 10% of 
areas for high-tech manufacturing jobs with knowledge-intensive business services. 

Broadly speaking, manufacturing clusters are located mostly along the North East coast, 
the Red Wall of constituencies from North Wales to Doncaster, and an arc extending 
down from Derbyshire to South Wales. In contrast, with a few exceptions in Manchester, 
Leeds and Newcastle, much of the high-density areas for knowledge-intensive services 
are found in the South of England around London and the Home Counties. 

Looking at the top 100 areas, we find the same geographic trend - but even more 
exaggerated: 

• The top areas for employment in research-intensive business services are typically 
located in the South East of England - in London, Berkshire, Oxford and 
Cambridge. In London, places like Kensington and Chelsea, Hounslow, and 
Hammersmith and Fulham top the list. Outside London, we see West Berkshire, 
Bracknell Forest and Oxford as well as Winchester and Basildon with a high 
proportion of jobs in information and communication services. 

• The top 100 areas for employment in research-intensive manufacturing sectors 
are much more likely to be outside the Greater South East, reflecting the stronger 
manufacturing base elsewhere in the country. These seem to be more 
concentrated in the North West, West Midlands - Birmingham in particular - and 
around Tyne and Wear.  

• Among the top scorers are Barrow-in-Furness, Stoke-on-Trent, Fylde, Cheshire 
East and Sunderland. But Plymouth and Swindon also feature, indicating the more 
even regional spread of high-tech manufacturing compared to knowledge-
intensive services. 
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Figure 7: Concentration of high-tech manufacturing and knowledge intensive services 
in the UK 
Source: Business Register and Employment Survey, Onward analysis 

 
 
 
This method also reveals what we might call “innovation deserts” - areas where fewer 
than 1% of jobs are in research-intensive industries.  
 

• In manufacturing, the distribution of these ‘deserts’ is fairly even across the 
country - with London being the main exception. As seen from the left hand side 
of Figure 8 below, jobs in high-tech manufacturing sectors are far less common in 
the capital. 
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• But a much less even picture emerges for knowledge-intensive service sectors. 
London and the South East have very few innovation deserts for these industries, 
but large parts of Wales, the North, and English east coast are highlighted. 

• Another noteworthy pattern is the difference between coastal and inland areas. 
This is clear in the South of England, where many of the areas with fewer than 1% 
of people working in research-intensive service sectors are located along the 
coastline - including much of Devon, Cornwall, Sussex and Kent. Meanwhile the 
Home Counties of Surrey, Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire have far 
fewer service sector innovation deserts.  

Figure 8: Innovation deserts across the UK 
Source: Business Register and Employment Survey, Onward analysis 
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As well as revealing where the innovation deserts are, the above comparisons (Figures 7 
and 8) also show the areas where activity is established and the innovation ecosystem is 
strong. Figure 7 shows the concentration of knowledge-intensive clusters centered 
around the Golden Triangle. Clusters where, over-time, an initial investment can establish 
a cycle of growth that in some cases becomes self-reinforcing. Therefore the prize for 
policymakers, as well as the challenge, is how to kickstart a growth cycle in innovation 
deserts (outlined in Figure 8 above) without detracting from the strong knowledge 
intensive clusters throughout the UK shown in Figure 7.  

The distribution of patents  

Another way of measuring the level of innovation in an economy is the number of patent 
applications. Patents provide economic incentives for innovators to create new products, 
protecting their private gains for a period of time. They are an output from innovation, 
reflecting institutions’ and individuals’ capacity to invent, innovate and scale new products 
and processes.  

Looking at this by geography reveals a slightly different picture to that of R&D spending 
or R&D intensive jobs. Unsurprisingly, regions with higher levels of R&D spending tend to 
apply for more patents. The South East and the East of England are the top regions for 
patents.  

We can see strong growth in patents per capita in these regions over recent decades. In 
1982, inventors in the East of England made on average 7.4 patent applications per million 
inhabitants; today they make over 170 applications per million people, a twenty-three fold 
increase.33 The equivalent growth in the South East, the second most patent-intensive 
region, is from 9.7 patents per million in 1982 to 138.7 patents per million in 2015, a 
fourteen fold growth rate.  

However the rate of patenting growth has been faster in less prosperous regions. The North 
East has experienced a fifty-fold growth from 1.6 patents per million people in 1982 to 80.9 
patents per million in 2015. Wales has seen patent applications rise from 1.1 per million to 38.1 
per million over the same period. While these regions continue to apply for far fewer patents 
than more research intensive regions, they are nevertheless closing the gap.  
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Figure 9: Patent applications to the PCT per million inhabitants from 1982 - 2015 
Source: OECD Regional Innovation data, Onward analysis 

 
 
This is apparent when we look only at the growth (not the volume) of patent applications 
since 1990, the date from which comparable UK-wide data is available. As Figure 10 
below shows, the three regions with the strongest growth between 1990 and 2015 were 
the North West, Scotland, and the West Midlands. The East of England, Wales, East 
Midlands and London have seen the weakest growth in patenting over the 25 year 
period.  
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Figure 10: Growth in patent applications to the PCT per million since 1990 (1990=0) 
Source: OECD Regional Innovation data, Onward analysis 

 
 

However, despite impressive growth in patent applications in the UK over the last two 
decades, the rate of growth in other countries is more stark. As Figure 11 illustrates, using 
data from the World Intellectual Property Office for patent applications under the PCT, the 
share of patents filed in the UK has actually fallen while other countries (notably Japan, 
South Korea and China) have grown at an impressive rate.  
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Figure 11: Patent applications under PCT since 2000  
Source: World Intellectual Property Office data, Onward analysis 
 

 
 

The fall in patent applications is illustrative of one of the UK’s weaknesses 
internationally in translational research.34 While the UK has a comparative advantage 
in academia and some sectors, other countries outperform the UK in terms of the 
translation of research outcomes into products or services through market 
deployment. 

Figure 12 below, highlights this comparison. Given the absence of an indicator for 
applied research, we use patents under PCT as a proxy metric.  UK based researchers 
and academics perform well in terms of the share of the world’s highly cited 
publications, but lag internationally for patent applications.  Although there would be a 
lag effect between the publication and citation, the translation from citation and patent 
should correlate.  Figure 13 shows that most countries cluster in the bottom left hand 
quadrant, while some countries (the United States and China) show significant 
movement towards the mid-point.   
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Figure 12: Changing patent registrations and citations, by country, 2010 and 2018 
Source: World Intellectual Property Office and BEIS data, Onward analysis 

 

The distribution of startups and spin outs 

There are, however, other ways to measure the likely distribution of commercial 
innovation. University spin out data, for example, reveals which universities are most 
productive at translating findings into products and services.35 While the data on spin outs 
is variable, it suggests research intensive universities in London and the South East are 
considerably more effective at commercialising research. 

Between 2008 and 2018, Oxford accounted for 6% of all university spin out 
companies. During the same period, the top five per cent of universities generated 
nearly a third (31%) of university spin outs while more than a third (37%) did not 
generate any. A trend that exacerbates the focus of knowledge intensive economic 
activity.  
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Another way of estimating the regional distribution of commercial innovation is to 
consider where the backers of early stage companies, such as angel and venture capital 
investors, are investing. Looking at data from Tech Nation, the industry body, we can see 
that the venture capital industry is highly concentrated in three cities of the UK: London, 
Oxford and Cambridge. 

Between 2014 to 2020, £32 billion of venture capital was invested in London, £1.43 billion 
in Cambridge and £1.35 billion in Oxford. The three largest venture capital hubs in the 
North of England - Manchester, Leeds and Newcastle - generated just £1.1 billion in 
venture capital combined over the same period.  

Figure 13: Cumulative venture capital investment into UK cities 2015-2020 
Source: Tech Nation Data Commons, 2019 price value (excluding 2020), Onward analysis 

 

 
 
Over the last five years, the UK has become an increasingly attractive destination for venture 
capital funding. In 2019 funding grew 44% year-on-year to £10.1 billion, faster than any other 
country worldwide and taking its share of European VC to around a third. But the vast 
majority of this growth has been centered in just one city: London. 
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London’s dominance is stark and climbing. Whilst London attracted £31.5 billion worth of 
venture capital investment, the second most successful city, Cambridge, only attracted £1.4 
billion. This means London attracted five times as much as all of the leading cities we have 
considered here combined (which amounts to £6.4 billion). As shown below, venture capital 
investments in London rose fourfold between 2015 and 2020 compared to a 33% increase in 
Manchester. As a result, London’s share of venture capital increased from 69% of total UK 
investment in 2015 to 77% in 2019. 36 
 
Figure 14: Venture Capital investments into cities in the UK from 2015 - 2019 
Source: Tech Nation Data Commons, adjusted to 2019 price value, Onward analysis 

 
 
In summary, the UK suffers from a highly skewed geography of innovation. Not only does the 
UK spend less overall on R&D than other countries, but the money it does spend is highly 
concentrated in some places, and thinly spread elsewhere.  
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We have already discussed the regional distribution of R&D funding, both overall and by 
businesses. But how does business spending on research and development relate to that 
of government and non-market (a combination of government, higher education and 
charities) investment in R&D? 

Government spending on R&D can broadly be split into two camps, spending direct to 
universities and research institutions and spending directed mostly to businesses to 
perform innovation. The former undertakes a considerably larger share of the legwork. In 
Onward’s Levelling up report, we looked closely at this spending.37 

The core research budget, allocated by UKRI and the Research Councils, is underpinned 
by the Haldane Principle. This principle advocates that spending decisions on research 
projects should be taken by researchers themselves, rather than Ministers.38 The budget 
is organised by the ‘dual funding’ system: Quality-Related research funding (QR) which is 
allocated directly to Higher Education bodies, leaning largely on the Research Excellence 
Framework (REF) and competitive grant funding which is allocated towards specific 
research proposals.    

London institutions receive greater weighting when deciding QR funding, designed to 
respond to the higher costs of living and operating within London. Therefore whilst QR 
finding is designed to be based on excellence alone, London is automatically weighted to 
receive a larger share of the funding relative to their research output.  

In Levelling up we found that core research funding within the Golden Triangle of London, 
Oxford and Cambridge has increased from 42.1% in 2002/3 to 46% in 2017/18 of total 
funding. In 2018, London and the South East received 49% of the Government and UKRI’s 
R&D spending and 32% of business spending, meanwhile in the Midlands for example, 
the figures were 7% and 18% respectively.  

Notably Cheshire and Cumbria also receive some of the highest R&D funding relative to 
GDP. This trend can largely be explained by private sector research taking place in those 
areas, for example the Cheshire Science Corridor.  

Consider also the difference between Government R&D intensity and that of Business. 
The lack of a clear relationship is notable (R-squared=0.146), something we will consider 
more when we look at total non-market R&D. By this measure Inner London does not 
perform particularly strongly as it is adjusted by GDP.  
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Figure 15: Government R&D intensity against business R&D intensity 
Source: Eurostat,  Intramural R&D expenditure by sectors of performance and NUTS 2 regions, 
Onward analysis 

 

Figure 16 plots total non-market sector expenditure against business expenditure. 
Statistically speaking, the R-squared value is 0.06, which tells us that the geographic 
distribution of total non-market R&D expenditure is even less related to business R&D 
than pure Government expenditure. 
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Figure 16: Business R&D expenditure versus total non-market sector R&D expenditure 
on R&D, as share  of GDP. 
Source: Eurostat, Intramural R&D expenditure  by sectors of performance and NUTS 2 regions, 
Onward analysis 

In total, 44% of Higher Education expenditure on R&D takes place in London and the 
regions containing Oxford and Cambridge. But these areas only account for 32% of 
business R&D expenditure. There are two other standout regions for HE R&D. The first is 
Greater Manchester, which accounts for 6.6% of the UK total. The second is Eastern 
Scotland (7.2%), which contains the universities of Edinburgh, Stirling, St Andrews and 
Dundee. 

It is no surprise that regions containing a major university tend to have higher HE R&D 
expenditure. Aside from those mentioned above, this is true for West Yorkshire, the West 
Midlands, West Central Scotland, and Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and Bristol/Bath. A 
notable exception is Merseyside, which accounts for just 1.6% of the total. Relative to the 
size of the local economy, the areas with HE spending higher than the UK average all 
contain major universities.  
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In a 2020 paper, Tom Forth and Richard Jones show the geographic mismatch between 
Innovate UK grant funding and private sector R&D expenditure. At the NUTS1 regional 
level, business spending per head was uncorrelated with Innovate UK spending per 
head.39 We build on this analysis and look at Innovate UK funding by NUTS2 area, for 
different sectors, and compare it to private sector R&D expenditure. The emerging picture 
is more nuanced, as the data is often strongly influenced by the presence of large, R&D-
intensive organisations. 

Between 2017/18 and 2019/20, around £2.1 billion in grants was awarded for projects 
grouped as ‘Manufacturing, Materials and Mobility’. This covers the following areas: Land 
Transport, Automotive, Connected Transport, Connected & Autonomous Vehicles, Rail, 
Aerospace, Manufacturing and Materials, Electronics, Sensors and Photonics (ESP), Digital 
Security by Design, and Robotics. 

This manufacturing investment is concentrated in a few places, but those places are quite 
regionally diverse. Coventry received over a quarter of a billion over the last three years 
(£298 million), around 14% of all funding in this sector. Westminster is the second-largest, 
which is partly a function of Imperial College but mostly Rolls-Royce’s head office. Rolls 
Royce accounts for 85% of the Innovate UK grant funding that accrued to the Westminster 
area, although it is unlikely that all of the research activity took place in Westminster 
rather than Derby. From the Midlands (aside from Coventry), Rugby, Derby and Solihull all 
received between £45 million and £137 million. Bristol, Cardiff, Redcar and Cleveland, and 
Glasgow each received over £60 million between 2017/18 and 2019/20. Oxford was the 
twelfth largest recipient (£37 million). 

Between 2017/18 and 2019/20, around £586 million in grants was awarded for projects 
grouped as ‘Clean Growth and Infrastructure’. This funding is concentrated in four places. 
The region of Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire was the single largest 
recipient (22% of the total). 80% of this is due to Milton Keynes alone. Oxford accounts for 
just 12% of the NUTS2 regional total. Northumberland and Tyne and Wear attracted 15% 
of total funding, largely due to the Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult in Blyth. The 
Herefordshire, Worcestershire and Warwickshire region benefited from 13% of the total 
grant funding. This was almost entirely in the Rugby district (98% of the NUTS2 regional 
total). 11% was spent in the West Midlands NUTS2 region - 93% of which was in 
Birmingham itself. 
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Between 2017/18 and 2019/20, around £264 million in grants was awarded for projects 
grouped as ‘AI & Data Economy’. 79% accrued to organisations in Inner London, East 
Anglia, and Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire. No other region received more 
than 2% of the total funding. To illustrate again how the data can be influenced by a few 
major projects in key areas, the Satellite Applications Catapult (located just south of 
Oxford) accounts for 26% of all grant funding in the AI & Data Economy category. 

We can also look at this data relative to GDP and business R&D expenditure. Around 48% 
of funding is for ‘Manufacturing, Materials and Mobility’, so the overall distribution closely 
resembles that of the manufacturing sector. Figure 17, below, shows how these variables 
relate to each other. 

Figure 17: Share of Innovate UK funding versus share of GDP and share of business 
R&D 
Source: Eurostat,  Intramural R&D expenditure by sectors of performance and NUTS 2 regions, 
Onward analysis 
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In a perfect world, if funding was exactly proportional to the size of the local economy and 
levels of business R&D expenditure, we would expect all the points to fall along the 
dashed line. What we see is that the proportion of funding received correlates with the 
share of GDP and share of BERD - i.e. larger regions receive more funding - but some 
areas are above the line and some are below. 

Regions that are above the line have a smaller share of grant funding relative to the size 
of their regional economy and levels of private sector R&D. These include Cumbria, 
Cheshire, Greater Manchester, Kent, and Outer London West & North West. 

Regions below the line have a significantly higher share of grant funding relative to the 
size of their regional economy and levels of private sector R&D. These include Tees 
Valley & Durham, South Yorkshire, West Midlands, and Berkshire, Buckinghamshire & 
Oxfordshire. 

As Figure 18 shows, most NUTS2 regions sit below the UK average for Innovate UK 
funding as a percentage of GDP. Given that almost half of grant funding is allocated to the 
‘Manufacturing, materials and mobility’ sector, South Yorkshire, the North East and West 
Midlands regions are highlighted as the top beneficiaries. These results are likely due to 
the catapults in each area: the AMRC in South Yorkshire and MTC and Warwick 
Manufacturing Group in the West Midlands.  

Curiously, the Scottish Highlands is the third-highest region for funding relative to 
business R&D. Given the small economy and low volumes of private sector R&D 
expenditure, a few large grants to the European Marine Energy Centre in Orkney and one 
or two renewable energy companies (Aquatera and Solo Energy) are the equivalent of 
around 25% of total BERD in the region. 
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Figure 18: All Innovate UK funding as a share of business R&D expenditure 
Source: Transparency data, Innovate UK, Onward analysis  
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Figure 19: All Innovate UK funding as a share of business R&D expenditure 
Source: Transparency data, Innovate UK, Onward analysis 
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The Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI) also falls under the authority of Innovate UK. 
Designed to connect Government with innovators, it runs through a competition to meet 
specific public sector challenges. The successful applicant then receives two stages of 
funding, the first to prove the viability of the idea and the second to create a prototype. 

Looking at this data, we see a similar pattern. London, the South East and East of England 
have received 60% of total grant funding since 2009. Year on year their proportion of 
funding has fluctuated from between 39% in 2012 to 83% in 2014. In 2014 London alone 
received 47% of total funding for that year, receiving £7.5 million of the total £16 million.40 

Figure 20: Sum of grants offered under SBRI, 2009 - 2019. 
Source: Transparency data, Innovate UK, Onward analysis  

 
However, this analysis only covers funding allocations before the onset of the coronavirus 
pandemic.  Innovate funding announced or awarded since the onset of the pandemic may 
present a different picture, particularly if the funding is aiming to support the 
establishment of domestic capacity or industries as part of a response to the pandemic.  
In May, the Government announced around £40 million of funding for “Business-Led 
Innovation in Response to Global Disruption” to be awarded through Innovate UK.  
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emerging societal or industry needs in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic” in areas such 
as community services, couriers and delivery, education and culture, food manufacture 
and processing, remote working, PPE and social care.  

Exploring which regions received grants, we can see that this spending did not follow the 
regional pattern of broader R&D spending. As shown in Figure 21 and below, the 
relationship between Innovate UK recovery grant funding and business R&D appears to 
be correlated at the lower end but there is considerably less correlation among higher 
productivity or higher grant regions. 

• Inner London alone was the recipient of a quarter (25.4%) of the total funding, 
despite just 7.6% of business R&D expenditure taking place in Inner London. 

• East Anglia and Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire combined received 
11% of the total, compared to 21% of business R&D expenditure happening in these 
regions. 

• Herefordshire, Worcestershire & Warwickshire, Derbyshire & Nottinghamshire, and 
Cheshire all received less grant funding than the UK average, relative to private 
sector R&D activity. 
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Figure 21: Innovate UK coronavirus response funding versus business R&D 
expenditure 
Source: Transparency data, Innovate UK, Eurostat,  Intramural R&D expenditure by sectors of 
performance and NUTS 2 regions, Onward analysis  
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  Figure 22: Proportion of Innovate UK 

coronavirus response funding received 
by NUTS2 regions 
Source: Transparency data, Innovate UK, 
Onward analysis 

 

Figure 23: Innovate UK coronavirus 
response funding as a percentage of total 
private sector R&D spending 
Source: Transparency data, Innovate UK, Eurostat,  
Intramural R&D expenditure by sectors of 
performance and NUTS 2 regions, Onward 
analysis  
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There is however a clear correlation between the share of total grant funding spent in a 
region and labour productivity (GVA per hour), suggesting that the funding will 
disproportionately benefit already-productive places. 

The nine regions with labour productivity lower than £30 per hour (which all also have low 
private sector R&D intensity) - North Yorkshire, South Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, Shropshire 
and Staffordshire, Dorset and Somerset, Cornwall and Isles of Scilly, Devon, West Wales, 
and The Valleys and Southern Scotland - received 8.4% of total grant funding, equal to 
£3.6 million or a third of that awarded in Inner London.  

Figure 24: Share of Innovate UK grant funding versus GVA per hour worked, by 
NUTS2 region 
Source: Transparency data, Innovate UK, Regional gross value added (balanced) by industry: all 
NUTS level regions, Onward analysis 

In fact, Innovate UK’s coronavirus response grants are more closely correlated with the 
spread of higher education R&D. This is not exactly what we would expect from a funding 
competition that is designed to support ‘business-led’ innovation. Figure 25 below, 
illustrates this mismatch. 
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Figure 25: Share of total grant funding versus share of business R&D expenditure and 
share of higher education R&D expenditure 
Source: Transparency data, Innovate UK, Eurostat,  Intramural R&D expenditure  by sectors of 
performance and NUTS 2 regions, Onward analysis  
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However, London has the lowest business spend-to-credits ratio (2.26) and the South 
East is also towards the bottom (6.02). The implication of this is that R&D tax reliefs seem 
to be used much more - or more comprehensively - in the prosperous regions of London, 
the South East and East of England compared to the rest of the UK.  

Meanwhile poorer regions, such as the North West, spend much more in business R&D 
relative to their tax credit claims, suggesting that these regions are less frequent users of 
tax breaks for research and development.  

Table 3: Total amount claimed in R&D tax credits by region and Business R&D spend 
by region, 2017/2018 
Source: HMRC, Research and Development Tax Credits Statistics, Supplementary table 
breakdowns 2016-17, 2017-18, Eurostat,  Intramural R&D expenditure by sectors of performance 
and NUTS 2 regions, Onward analysis  

 

 

Total amount 
claimed in 
R&D tax credit 
(£ millions) 

Amount 
claimed in 
R&D tax credit 
per capita 

Business R&D 
spend per 
capita 

Ratio 

North East 85.00 32.14 145.44 4.53 

North West 275.00 37.89 300.17 7.92 

Yorkshire and The Humber 175.00 32.11 172.44 5.37 

East Midlands 180.00 37.72 320.24 8.49 

West Midlands 395.00 67.40 422.81 6.27 

East of England 555.00 89.97 760.59 8.45 

London 1240.00 140.51 317.79 2.26 

South East 810.00 89.20 536.69 6.02 

South West 225.00 40.47 298.41 7.37 

Wales 95.00 30.40 146.58 4.82 

Scotland 175.00 32.26 230.38 7.14 

Northern Ireland 75.00 40.09 274.04 6.84 

UK Average 357.08 64.88 327.13 5.04 
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This suggests that tax incentives for innovation disproportionately benefit some regions 
over others.  

In addition to R&D tax credits, seed and enterprise stage firms can make use of the 
Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) and the Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) to 
attract tax-efficient investment. 

These reliefs were introduced in 1994 and 2012 to encourage investment into start-ups 
and seed stage businesses respectively. In 2018, ‘knowledge intensive’ businesses were 
given new allowances under EIS, doubling the permitted investment to £2 million due to 
R&D intensive companies typically requiring more capital to scale-up in size.41 

Looking at the regional spread of investments made under EIS and SEIS, we can see that 
the regions that have benefited the most from these reliefs are London and the South 
East.  

Figure 26: Number of EIS and SEIS investments per 100,000 population, 2015-18 
Source: HMRC, EIS1 & SEIS1 forms, Onward analysis  
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Between 2015 and 2018, 5,195 investments were made in London under EIS and 3,335 
investments were made under SEIS. This is three times the rate of investment in the next 
highest region, the South East, and four times higher per capita than the UK average. 
Combined, London and the South East made up more than 60% of SEIS and EIS 
investments during this three year period. The North of England generated 10% of EIS and 
SEIS investments over the same period.  

A similar picture emerges when considering the value of these investments. Between 
2015-18, the value of EIS and SEIS investments made in London was £3.1 billion and £273 
million respectively, representing 53% of EIS and 49% of all SEIS investments. Across both 
SEIS and EIS, the South East and East of England benefited from a further £893 million 
and £463 million worth of investments, meaning that around £3 in every £4 invested 
through the two schemes accrues to London, the South East and the East of England. In 
per capita terms, London receives more than five times as much investment through 
these schemes as the three regions of the north of England.  

Figure 27: Value of EIS and SEIS investments per 100,000 businesses 2015-18 
Source: HMRC, EIS1 & SEIS1 forms, Onward analysis  
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The previous chapters explored the distribution of R&D intensive jobs, activity and capital 
across the UK. The data suggests that not only is the UK’s innovation economy highly 
concentrated in London, Oxford and Cambridge, but that it is becoming more so as the 
agglomerating effects of globalisation and digitisation bear out.  
 
It remains to be seen whether the coronavirus pandemic will lead to a lasting dispersal of 
such activity due to remote working, but it is clear that levelling up will require efforts to 
drive innovation outside the knowledge clusters of the Golden Triangle. This chapter 
explores a number of recommendations for boosting R&D intensive jobs and activity and 
building high growth clusters across the UK.  
 
Recommendation 1: Devote the growth in the R&D budget to regions outside the 
Golden Triangle of London, Cambridge and Oxford 
 
The Government has committed to increasing total R&D spending from 1.7% of GDP to the 
OECD average of 2.4% by 2027 and to 3% in the longer term. This is a considerable 
increase, involving an additional £9 billion a year in public R&D spending by 2027.42 In the 
Budget last year, the Chancellor committed to spending £22 billion per year on R&D by 
2024-25, and in the Spending Review announced £14.6 billion of public R&D spending in 
2021-22 including a £400 million increase for UKRI and the core research budget until 
2023-4.43 
 
This is a welcome commitment that should considerably improve the UK’s innovation 
capacity and, with it, our stalling rates of productivity. But where this uplift is spent 
matters. As the first chapter of this paper set out, the UK suffers not only from lower levels 
of R&D overall but a more skewed distribution of R&D than comparable countries. We 
need to improve the distribution of R&D spending as well as grow the national pie.  Case 
studies from around the world would suggest this is possible. Furthermore, recent 
evidence shows that where public R&D is committed, R&D from industry often follows.44   
 
A recent study commissioned by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 
Strategy examined the likely productivity effects of different approaches to spending the 
0.7% of GDP uplift in R&D over the next seven years.45 The results are striking and clearly 
point to a more distributed R&D place strategy: 
 
• If the uplift to 2.4% of GDP on R&D is focused outside the so-called Golden Triangle 

of London, Cambridge and Oxford, national GDP is estimated to be 0.1% higher in 
2027, and 0.8% higher in 2040, than if the money is spent equally around the 
country. This compares to a negative GDP impact of focusing the R&D uplift primarily 
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in the Golden Triangle. In this scenario, overall GDP is estimated to be 0.1% lower 
than in the reference scenario, and 0.6% lower in 2040, than if the money is spent 
equally around the country.  

• If the uplift in R&D spending is spent primarily in the Golden Triangle, the productivity 
uplift will almost entirely accrue to the East of England, London and the South East. 
However, if higher levels of R&D are focused outside the Golden Triangle, this would 
deliver an estimated 3-4% GVA increase in less productive regions by 2027 and 8-
12% GVA increases in those regions by 2040, with marginal spillovers in the Greater 
South East too.46 

This macroeconomic modelling reinforces other studies which show a clear link between 
R&D intensity and regional productivity. In EU countries between 1995-2002, for example, 
there is a clear observable relationship between per capita regional growth and the 
intensity of R&D and higher education.47  
 
Figure 28: Regional GVA impacts, non-Golden Triangle  scenario 
Source: BEIS (2020), Macroeconomic modelling of the 2.4% R&D Target 
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Figure 29: GDP impacts in the location scenarios  
Source: BEIS (2020), Macroeconomic modelling of the 2.4% R&D Target 

 

There are a number of ways that the Government could actively seek to use the uplift in 
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for regions outside the Golden Triangle. Institutions in these areas wouldn’t see a 
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the academic and market-facing institutions that make the Golden Triangle so attractive to 
early stage companies and investors. 

A further approach, put forward by Tom Forth and Richard Jones in The Missing £4 Billion, 
would be to decentralise a share of R&D spending to regions themselves.48 This would 
follow the lead of countries such as France, which devolve significant amounts of 
innovation funding to city-level to support local innovation priorities. For example, 
ministers could allocate a share of the R&D uplift to be spent by metro mayors in parts of 
the UK with historically low R&D intensity, such as Bristol in the South West, Tees Valley 
and North of Tyne in the North East or Manchester and Liverpool in the North West.  

Recommendation 2: Remove the London weighting in Quality-Related (QR) research 
funding, which skews R&D funding towards London at the expense of excellence 

Quality-related research funding makes up the majority of research funding to 
universities. UK Research and Innovation states that it aims to “target funding where 
research quality is highest, distributing funding on the basis of quality, volume and relative 
cost of research in different subject areas”. Yet for some universities more than a tenth of 
public R&D funding has nothing to do with excellence at all - it is dependent on its 
postcode.  

Since 2002/03, universities in London have received a bonus to their QR funding to 
compensate them for the higher costs of conducting research in London. This is 
calculated as a percentage of the funding these universities obtain based on their quality 
rating in the REF, at a rate of 12 per cent in Inner London and 8 per cent in Outer 
London.49 This is in addition to cost weights for subjects that have higher costs associated 
with research, such as neuroscience.  

Research England estimates that the total value of additional mainstream QR funding for 
London costs in 2018/19 was £32 million.50 That is around 3 per cent of total mainstream 
QR funding, or greater than the total QR funding allocated to universities in Liverpool.51 If, 
as ministers and UKRI frequently attest, quality research funding should follow excellence, 
there is a strong argument that the location of that excellence should not have a bearing 
on the amount of funding received.  

The effect of London weighting is to automatically exacerbate regional inequalities in 
research funding. It is also likely to be self-reinforcing over time: higher R&D spending in 
London is likely to support higher growth which in turn is likely to lead to higher estate 
and labour costs.  
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We recommend that London weighting be abolished immediately, and QR funding 
allocated solely on the basis of outputs, impact and environmental factors as set out in 
the REF. If ministers wanted to go further, and reverse the bias in research funding 
towards less R&D intensive regions, they could adopt a recommendation from Tom Forth 
and Richard Jones to replace London weighting with a new regional weighting that 
reflects the proportional underfunding of public research in each region historically.  

There will be objections to this proposal on the basis that London-based universities do 
indeed face high overheads and estate costs for research. There are two problems with 
this argument. First, London universities are not alone in facing high or rising rents. 
Commercial rents in Manchester rose considerably in the decade to 2020, yet the 
University of Manchester and Manchester Metropolitan receive no supplement. Second, 
London-based universities benefit as much as suffer from their location, attracting higher 
levels of international students, at higher fees, on account of their London location - as 
evidenced by the London campuses of the Universities of Northumbria, Ulster and the 
West of Scotland.  

Recommendation 3: Increase capital allowances to among the most competitive in the 
G20 

R&D activity and capital investment are complementary.  But Onward research has 
repeatedly shown how tax policy in the UK is particularly unfriendly to capital-intensive 
types of businesses. A 2018 study by the Tax Foundation found that the UK ranked 
second bottom across 35 OECD countries when it comes to how much of a capital 
investment can be recovered through the tax system. 

Another study by the Oxford University Centre for Business Taxation found that the UK’s 
capital allowances were the least generous in the G20 in 2015. Looking at the interaction 
of a low headline rate with unfavourable capital allowances, the study found that while the 
UK was ranked first in the G20 on its low headline rate, it ranked only 10th of 20 on the 
effective marginal rate (EMTR). 

This particularly affects manufacturing, but also other capital-intensive sectors, which tend 
to be located outside prosperous regions like London and the South East. As our paper, 
Levelling Up the Tax System revealed that investment in manufacturing is high relative to 
total GVA in the Midlands and Wales as well as in much of the North, while in London, the 
South and Greater Manchester it is lower. This suggests that increasing certain capital 
allowances, particularly those within categories like plant and machinery or industrial 
buildings, would be likely to have the largest benefits in these areas. 
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As the earlier chapter clearly shows, research-intensive manufacturing is considerably 
more geographically distributed than research-intensive service industries. While 
manufacturing accounted for around a quarter of productivity growth nationally since 
1997, it provided 40–50% of productivity growth in poorer regions like Wales, the West 
Midlands and North West. Therefore more generous capital allowances would help to 
boost lagging regions.  

Recommendation 4: Expand the definition of eligible R&D activity  
 
The scope of qualifying expenditures eligible for R&D tax credits are limited to “activities 
which directly contribute to achieving [an] advance in science or technology through the 
resolution of scientific or technological uncertainty” as well as certain defined indirect 
activities related to those activities.52 This is a necessarily limited definition, focused on 
activity that is not replicable by established procedures, overcomes uncertainty, and 
seeks to develop advances in science and technology.  
 
The Government is currently consulting on whether to expand R&D tax credits to include 
data and cloud computing software expenditure. This is welcome and overdue. As the 
economy becomes more and more dependent on data-driven activity, R&D is becoming 
more reliant on data and cloud technologies.  In 2019, PwC research found that 16% of the 
world’s thousand biggest R&D spenders said that data engineers were their largest group 
of engineers, up from 8% in 2010 and between 2010 and 2015, R&D spending on software 
and services meanwhile grew from 54% to 59% while R&D on products fell from 46% to 
41%.53  
 
There is also a risk that the UK is left behind. While most countries take the OECD Frascati 
definition as the starting point for qualifying R&D activity, a number of countries have 
regimes that allow for cloud and data expenditure.54 For example, France allows a fixed 
percentage of overheads to be allocated to different cost categories. Meanwhile, 
Australia allows costs for “supporting R&D activities” on the basis that conditions are met. 
We therefore recommend that ministers should expand the definition of qualifying 
expenditure to include data and cloud expenditure, specifically costs incurred from the 
generation, processing or analysing of datasets and renting and using cloud software. 
 
This has the potential to significantly benefit small firms. As the OECD policy note 
“Promoting innovation in established SMEs” makes clear, cloud computing enables 
businesses to rent software services and alleviates the need for IT staff.55 Cloud 
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computing also allows businesses to access additional processing power. OECD data 
shows that 52% of large companies use cloud computing software compared to only 26% 
of small businesses. 33% of large companies also use ‘big data analysis’ compared to 
only 11% of small businesses.56 
 
Recommendation 5: Introduce an incremental incentive into R&D tax credits to drive 
follow on investment from firms 
 
In 2018, businesses were responsible for the majority (55%) of R&D expenditure. The 
Government’s target to increase total R&D spending to 2.4% of GDP will therefore only be 
a success if the private sector increases its investment alongside the taxpayer increase. 
There is therefore a case for revisiting the incentive structure around private sector R&D, 
especially given the state aid flexibility afforded by the UK’s departure from the EU. 
 
Recent evaluations commissioned by HMRC have established that the R&D tax credit 
system has been successful in increasing R&D expenditure across both small, medium 
and large businesses.57 Looking specifically at the SME R&D Relief scheme, a 2019 
econometric analysis found that for every £1 forfeited in tax revenue there was an uplift in 
R&D expenditure (for deduction claims) of between £0.75 and £1.28. The impact was 
lesser but remained positive for credit claims where the company was loss making. 
 
The qualitative analysis in this evaluation is worth dwelling on. Of the 746 businesses 
surveyed, the majority (71%) of businesses reported that they would not change their R&D 
expenditure if the deduction rate was increased or decreased by 10% from 130%. This is 
reinforced by trends in R&D tax relief claims. Whilst average claims differ considerably 
depending on the scheme in question, increases in generosity do not appear to generate 
significant increases in actual spending.   
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Figure 30: Average relief claimed under the schemes by relief type (2000 – 2017). 
Source: HMRC, Evaluation of the Research and Development Tax Relief for Small and Medium-
sized Enterprises 
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back 130% of those costs, or £54,600. If they increased their spending to £50,000 in Year 
4, they would under existing rules be able to claim an additional £10,400, or £65,000 in 
total. If an incremental incentive of 160% on the £8,000 uplift was in place, the firm would 
be eligible to claim £12,800 extra, or £67,400 in total. 

There are a number of strong arguments in favour of implementing an incremental tax 
relief. Firstly, a volume-based metric typically plays the role in compensating spending 
that would have taken place regardless, rather than incentivising further investment. An 
incremental increase counteracts this, whilst also directing its benefits at businesses 
experiencing higher levels of R&D growth. The drawbacks for such an approach primarily 
lie in the fact it does introduce an enhanced level of complexity to the R&D tax process. 
Additionally, as three years of previous spending is required to ascertain an average 
expenditure, this advantage will only be available for businesses that are minimum four 
years old.  

Recommendation 6: Introduce greater transparency and ministerial oversight of 
scientific research funding decisions 

Following the financial crisis, the Innovation, Universities and Skills Select Committee 
acknowledged a clash within innovation policy, stating “one potential difficulty with the 
Excellence Principle, as noted in the 10-year framework, is that it results in geographical 
disparities in research funding”.58 As such, the Committee recommended that the 
rationale for funding decisions should be transparent and rigorous.  

Following the 2010 General Election, the Coalition government sought to clarify matters 
stating that “decisions on individual research proposals are best taken by researchers 
themselves through peer review … Prioritisation of an individual research council’s 
spending within its allocation is not a decision for Ministers. The Coalition Government 
support this principle as vital for the protection of academic independence and 
excellence”.59 

Since then, the Government has enshrined this principle, termed the “Haldane Principle”, 
in the Higher Education and Research Act, which makes clear that decisions on individual 
research proposals should be taken following evaluation of the quality and likely impact 
of the proposals (such as a peer review process)”.60 To reinforce the independence of this 
process, the act prohibits any minister from giving a ministerial direction with reference to 
particular programmes of research.61  
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However, while the Act prohibits ministerial interference in individual projects, the Act 
rightly gives ministers the ability to consider the impact of decisions on the overall 
innovation ecosystem in the UK. This ability should be strengthened, so that ministers 
have a duty to consider the impact of funding decisions on the distribution of innovation 
in all regions of the UK. This is already the case with the Strength in Places Fund, which 
“aims to support promising research and innovation projects that will drive local economic 
growth” but there would be value in applying this scrutiny across the research budget.    

Furthermore, together with the review conducted by Dame Julia Goodfellow on the role 
of government and research council infrastructure in driving local growth,62 the 
methodology and/or formula for every decision over a certain level should also be made 
public - giving researchers, institutions and the public insight into factors and the 
weighting on which research funding decisions are made.  

Recommendation 7: Commission a new round of catapult centres and technology 
institutes to support translational excellence in different parts of the country 

In addition to changing how money is distributed, ministers should seek to build 
institutional capacity in parts of the country where economic institutions are currently 
underpowered or non-existent.  

As Herman Hauser wrote in his 2010 review of catapult centres, if Britain is to succeed in 
an increasingly knowledge-intensive global economy “we must continue to invest in, and 
support, research excellence; ensure we support areas of UK industry which have the 
ability and absorptive capacity to capture a share of high value activity; and close the gap 
between universities and industry through a ‘translational infrastructure’ to provide a 
business focused capacity and capability that bridges research and technology 
commercialisation.” 

The catapult centres established since that review have started to develop a network of 
technology and innovation centres to bridge the gap between universities and industry. 
The catapult network has grown to cover 9 catapults, over 40 sites, across the UK 
employing over 4,700 people. The network has worked with industry on 14,750 
collaborative projects, and with over 8,000 SMEs.63 There have also been a number of 
mission-orientated technology institutes, such as the Faraday Institute (for batteries and 
energy storage), which follow a similar model.  
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Importantly, catapult centres have provided much needed surge capacity over the last 
year during the covid pandemic: the High Value Manufacturing Catapult convened an 
industrial consortium working to scale up production as part of the Ventilator Challenge 
and the Vaccines Taskforce has supported the Cell and Gene Therapy catapult to acquire 
new manufacturing flexibility.64 By the end of the year this will enable the production of up 
to 70 million doses of a range of vaccine candidates.65 The Vaccine Manufacturing and 
Innovation Centre, which focuses on vaccine development, is another example.  

In his follow up review of the catapult network in 2014, Hermann Hauser argued that other 
countries provided more funding for their research and technology organisations, and 
therefore the funding model should be split by thirds (core funding, commercial funding, 
and collaborative funding between public and private partners). 66, 67 He also suggested 
the Government should consider growing the catapult network with an aim of having 
around 30 centres by 2030.68  

Figure 31: Annual estimated size of country’s state funded RTO sector  
Source: Hauser Review of the Catapult Network (2014) 

 

We recommend that the Government should grow the UK’s network of catapult centres 
and mission-orientated technology institutes to bring industry and researchers together 
on key industrial challenges or areas where the UK can develop comparative advantage.  
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The Government should be wary of picking winners but there are a number of areas 
where future demand and existing UK proficiency make a compelling case, including: 
climate change adaptation, machine learning, translational genetics, food security, low 
carbon transport, and synthetic biology - all of which were recommended by the 2014 
Hauser Review and several of which were recently identified as priorities by the 
Regulatory Horizon Council.69 Given the challenges of both achieving net zero emissions 
and the bioengineering breakthroughs during the pandemic, commissioning new catapult 
centres to accelerate translational research into those areas would be especially 
beneficial. 

One way to allow catapults to take a greater role in the ecosystem would be to allow 
them to apply for funding from UKRI. The Council for Science and Technology 
acknowledged the role that research institutions and technology centres can play in 
regional economic growth. Highlighting that as well as the creation of new centres in 
APRA and the National Institute for Health Protection, local growth and skills development 
could be added to the business plans for existing centres.70  As part of the recent House 
of Lords Science and Technology committee report into catapults,71 the CEO of the High 
Value Manufacturing catapult highlighted that catapults are not currently eligible to bid for 
UKRI funding, stating that “We are part of the UKRI family, yet we are prohibited from 
bidding into research council grant funding. There is a strange asymmetry to the process. 
We could do something different, particularly with REF. Our Catapults have four key 
performance indicators, which look at the way we interface with universities. There are no 
reciprocal arrangements on the side of the research councils or universities. A set of 
symmetrical objectives would be quite powerful”. 72  

This barrier puts catapults at a disadvantage to universities when bidding into UKRI 
funding rounds. However, the collaborative approach between government, industry and 
academia - especially in respect to the balanced funding model outlined by the Hauser 
Review - was a core component of the catapult model.  In his 2014 review of the catapults, 
Hauser found that “without a long-term commitment from Government to the balanced 
funding model, Catapults risk becoming focused on established markets where returns 
are more certain, rather than emerging opportunities which are riskier, but present large 
potential social and economic returns”.73  Therefore, we recommend that UKRI allow 
catapults to bid for research council funding where there is match funding for the relevant 
project.  
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Recommendation 8: Explore the case for deepening University Enterprise Zones to 
boost university-industry collaboration in less productive regions 

In addition to regional institutions and funding, various initiatives over the last fifty years 
have tried to drive innovation in specific places by creating regulatory or financial 
flexibility within defined geographies. The original Enterprise Zone policy introduced by 
Michael Heseltine in the 1980s was an example of this, as is the current Government’s 
policy of Free Ports, focused on creating free trade zones at maritime and air ports 
around the UK.  

These initiatives divide political and academic opinion. To some, Enterprise Zones were 
the driving force behind the regeneration of London Docklands into Canary Wharf in the 
1980s and Bristol Temple Quarter today. To others they have generated little more than 
economic displacement and distorted incentives, resulting in few genuinely additional 
jobs or real uplifts to productivity at the cost of lost revenue and benefiting some places 
at the expense of others.  

The Centre for Cities, for example, conducted a review of the 1980s Enterprise Zones and 
found that they were very expensive, estimating a total cost of £1.2 billion (2017 prices), or 
£28,540 per job created.74 Similarly, the National Audit Office warned in 2013 that only 
6,000 to 18,000 additional jobs were expected to be created in the Coalition 
Government’s Enterprise Zones between 2011 and 2015, far fewer than originally 
expected.75 These are legitimate concerns and there is always a risk that place-based 
policies distorts economic activity. The Government should tread carefully when 
considering new deregulation zones.  

However the latest iteration of enterprise zones - University Enterprise Zones (UEZs) - 
appear to hold some promise. UEZs were established in 2014 with a £15 million fund to 
support collaboration between universities and local industry. The four pilot areas were 
Bradford/Leeds (with University of Bradford), Bristol (with University of Bristol and 
University of West of England), Liverpool (with University of Liverpool and Liverpool John 
Moores University) and Nottingham (with Nottingham University). An evaluation 
conducted in 2018 found early signs that the zones had driven higher levels of business 
and university engagement. At three of the four UEZs, more than 40% of sampled 
businesses reported collaboration through both formal and informal knowledge exchange 
projects with researchers and academics.76 This is no means conclusive but it is 
promising, especially given the small sums of capital involved.  
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In 2019, the Government expanded the network of UEZs with 20 further zones at 
universities across the country, supported by a £20 million investment and delivered by 
Research England. These zones were intended specifically to allow local startups to co-
locate in universities to develop new innovative products and technologies. Despite this 
investment UEZs remain limited, focused more on creating incubators on campus than 
incentivising innovation within early stage companies. 

We recommend that the Government consider expanding UEZs to include a range of 
additional incentives. For example, as well as capital funding to universities the 
Government could offer incentives for startups in the form of additional tax credits or 
higher capital allowances as well as hypothecating an element of resource funding from 
UKRI’s core budget increase for UEZs. These would encourage firms to make productive 
investments in plant machinery and R&D within the zones, driving the kind of positive 
externalities that support wider innovation clusters.  
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Conclusion 
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The recovery from coronavirus represents an opportunity to revitalise the UK’s science 
landscape and kickstart innovation in all parts of the UK. This is essential to the 
Government’s ambitions for levelling up, as well as the wider recovery from the pandemic.  

As this report shows, the priority should be to support a more regionally balanced 
innovation economy, to boost productivity in the less productive regions of the UK and in 
so doing drive up aggregate growth faster and more sustainably.  

While the overall picture we have presented in this paper may be familiar – of over-
concentration and regional divergence – it is not inevitable. As we describe, other 
countries have successfully developed innovation clusters in multiple regions through 
smart and active policy and institutions that crowd in private investment and 
entrepreneurship.  

The Government has already made a good start: the 2.4% target, the catapult network 
and the use of pull-through procurement on vaccines and net zero are valuable 
foundations. The challenge now is to build on them and to make the decisions that will 
ensure that in ten or twenty years’ time, it is not just Oxford, Cambridge and London that 
are hubs for hyperproductive innovation, but Leeds, Cardiff, Aberdeen, Birmingham and 
Manchester too.  

The geography of jobs, and growth, depends on it.  
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